I seek refuge in the God from Satan, the rejected
In the name of God, Most gracious, most merciful

NuN, the pen, and what they
write
[74:30] over it is nineteen.
19 is One of the great miracles provides the First physical
evidence that the Quran is God's message to the world. 19-based
miracle:
[74:31] we appointed angels to be guardians of Hell, and we
assigned their number (19)
(1) To disturb the disbelievers,
(2) To convince the Christians and Jews (that this is a divine
scripture),
(3) To strengthen the faith of the faithful,
(4) To remove all traces of doubt from the hearts of Christians,
Jews, as well as the believers, and
(5) To expose those who harbor doubt in their hearts, and the
disbelievers; they will say, "What did God mean by this
allegory?" God thus sends astray whomever He wills, and guides
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whomever He wills. None knows the soldiers of your Lord except
Him. This is a reminder for the people.
NuN is One of the great miracles provides the Next physical
evidence that the Quran is God's message to the world. Many of
Muslims think that mathematical miracle of 19 is false and is
fabricated by Rashad khalifa. Now it is time to call on all to
take lesson from this, If Rashad khalifa changed the Noon ( )نto
Nun ( )ﻧﻮنin 68:1; it wasn't from himself, it was from almighty
God.
Some persons after Rashad khalifa converted Noon to Dblnoon
( ;)ﻧﻦbut God now proved that Nun ( )ﻧﻮنis correct not noon ()ن
or Dblnoon()ﻧﻦ. We must take lesson from this that we must rely
on messenger of Covenant.

ن واﻟﻘﻠﻢ و ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﻄﺮون

is incorrect.

ﻧﻦ واﻟﻘﻠﻢ و ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﻄﺮون
ﻧﻮن واﻟﻘﻠﻢ و ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﻄﺮون

is incorrect.
is correct.

[74:30] over it is nineteen.
GV of verse 74:30 is 1221. GV of Rashad Khalifa ( )رﺷﺎد ﺧﻠﯿﻔﮫis
1230.

1221+1230 = 2451 = 19*129

Noon letter is 14th letter in Abjad system and in
initial letters too. God has mentioned this initial on
sura 68 (6+8=14. God after Nun point to pen in 68:1,

    
[68:1] NuN, the pen, and what they (the people) write.
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Sura 68 starts with initial Noon and count of letter
Noon ( )نin sura 68 is 133(19*7). In the general Quran
this initial is written as one letter Noon ()ن, but it
is incorrect. 19 year after death of prophet Mohammad
two false verses was added into paper of Quran and the
verse 68:1 was corrupted. Collectors of Quran thought
that this initial is like other initials; because all
other initial was written by one letter except this
initial. They made mistake about this initial and God
showed that the Nun ( )ﻧﻮنis correct not Noon( )نor not
DblNoon ( ) ﻧﻦ. There are 14 initial letters. Number 14
is very important in initial letters. Noon is 14th
letter in Abjad system. It is interesting that 68:1 has
14 initial letters. The first verse that revealed to
Prophet Mohammad was 96:1 and it has 14 initial letters
too. Sura 68 (6+8=14) starts with Nun.
One sura in the Quran, its title is "The Pen" that is
sura 68. It starts with the letters Nun. The letter noon
( )نin Arabic is like bowl of ink.

ﻧﻮن

= Nun

اﻟﻘﻠﻢ

= bowl of ink

= The pen = the tool that written by it

 = ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﻄﺮونthe things that written by pen and Nun

Fact
3

No. Description of the Mathematical Pattern about Nun

1

The frequency count of the letter Noon in sura 68 is
133

Divisible by
19

133 = 19 x 7

There are precisely 133 verses in the Quran that ends
with Nun (Noon Waw Noon = )ﻧﻮن
Example:

2

   [81:22]

133 = 19 x 7

There are 133 verses where two letters of Noon
occurring side by side like ()ﻧﻨﺠﻲ
Example:

3

      

[10:103]

133 = 19 x 7

   

4

5

4

There are only 95 verses in the Quran where the Arabic
word God ( )ﷲand the pattern Nun (Noon Waw Noon
=  ) ﻧﻮنoccur together

95 = 19 x 5

There are 361 cases (not verses) having two letters
Noon next to each other with an space between them
like (ﻧﺆﻣﻦ

 )ﻟﻦand two letters of Noon side by side
without any spaces in between like () ﻧﻨﺠﻲ

361 = 19 x 19

Example:
1

 

2:55

2



10:103

3



10:103

4
.
.
.
361

6

There are 10 verses each having 19 letters Noon. The
count of the Arabic word God in these 10 verses of the
Quran is also 19

19 = 19 x 1

There are 228 verses in the entire Quran that contain
pattern Nun ()ﻧﻮن
Example:
7

       

[95:6]

228 = 19 x 12
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Nun in sura 68 is written as Noon-Waw-Noon (two
Noon and one Waw = )ﻧﻮن. There are 228 verses with
two letters Noon ( )نand one letter Waw ()و
Example:

5

228 = 2 x 114
= 2 x 6 x 19

    

9

There are 133 verses with pattern double Noon ()ﻧﻦ. 57
of these verses are even numbered and 76 verses are
odd

57 = 19 x 3
76 = 19 x 4

10

There are 358 verses with the pattern Nun (NoonWaw-Noon= )ﻧﻮنor the pattern double Noon ()ﻧﻦ. The
total count of the letter Noon in these verses is 2698.

2698 = 19 x
142

11

The sum of the verse numbers plus the sum of the sura
numbers of the 358 verses specified in the fact 10
above is 30229

30229 = 19 x
1591

12

From the 358 verses described in fact 10, eleven (11)
verses have all initial letters. These 11 verses have 190
190 = 19 x 10
letters Noon

13

In the entire Quran there are 19 suras where the first or
the end letter of first verses of them is Noon

14

6

The total count of the letter Noon in all verses that sura
number plus verse number is a factor of nineteen is
1406

19 = 19 x 1

1406 = 19 x
74

15

There are 19 words God ( )ﷲin all verses that have 19
letters Noon ()ن

19 = 19 x 1

16

There are 133 verses where the count of the word God
( )ﷲand the count of the letter Noon are equal (133 is

133 = 19 x 7

the total count of the letter Noon in Sura 68 too)

17

There are 95 verses that have one word God ( )ﷲand
have one letter Noon ()ن

95 = 19 x 5

18

The first 19 verses of the Quran are verses 1:1 through
2:12 and they have 57 letters Noon ()ن

57 = 19 x 3

19

There are 19 letters Noon ( )نin the last 19 verses of
the Quran

19 = 19 x 1

20

There are 19 verses that are numbered 1 and end with
letter Noon

19 = 19 x 1

Word Becca
God has mentioned one strange word in Quran. This word has
many interesting points in Quran. In verse 3:96 word Becca () ﺑﻜﮫ
is mentioned instead of Mecca ( ) ﻣﻜﮫ.

[ ان اول ﺑﯿﺖ وﺿﻊ ﻟﻠﻨﺎس ﻟﻠﺬي ﺑﺒﻜﺔ ﻣﺒﺎرﻛﺎ وھﺪى ﻟﻠﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ٣:٩۶]
[3:96] the most important shrine established for the
people is the one in Becca;* a blessed beacon for all the
people.
The question that maybe raised here is why God has changed the
word in this verse? In another verse this word is mentioned as
Mecca not Becca. These two letters (Meem and Ba) are only
letters that are independent than tongue. All languages in the
world speak these two letters similarly; and these two letters are
only letters spoken by lips not tongue. All languages in the
world recite Meem and Ba in One form. Therefore reciting the
Sura Key in contact prayer is share factor of all tongue in the
7

world. Total count of Meem and Ba is 19 in sura key. For such
reason we must recite Sura Key in Arabic Language in our contact
prayers.
Fact
No.
1

Description of the Mathematical Pattern about word Becca
Firstly declare some patterns:

DblBa = without space ( )ﺑﺐ
Like: ﺑﺒﻌﻀﮭﺎ

with space ()ب ب
like : اﻟﻌﺬاب ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻐﻔﺮة

DblMeem= without space ( )ﻣﻢ
Like: ﻣﻤﺎ

with space ()م م
like : ﻗﻠﻮﺑﮭﻢ ﻣﺮض

[ان اول ﺑﯿﺖ وﺿﻊ ﻟﻠﻨﺎس ﻟﻠﺬي ﺑﺒﻜﺔ ﻣﺒﺎرﻛﺎ3:96]
وھﺪى ﻟﻠﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ
Word BiBecca has DblBa ()ﺑﺐ
Letter Meem and Ba have close relation with each other.
Now consider all cases that are like DblBa with space or
without space ( ب ب-  )ﺑﺐor DblMeem with space or without
space ()ﻣﻢ – م م. It is interesting that in all Quran we have :

Count of DblMim is 209 like ;
[ وان ﻛﻨﺘﻢ ﻓﻲ رﯾﺐ ﻣﻤﺎ ﻧﺰﻟﻨﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺒﺪﻧﺎ٢:٢٣]
ان
ﻓﺎﺗﻮا ﺑﺴﻮرة ﻣﻦ ﻣﺜﻠﮫ وادﻋﻮا ﺷﮭﺪاءﻛﻢ ﻣﻦ دون
ﻛﻨﺘﻢ ﺻﺪﻗﯿﻦ
Count of DblMeem with space is 1021 like ;
ﻣﺮﺿﺎ وﻟﮭﻢ ﻋﺬاب

[ ﻓﻲ ﻗﻠﻮﺑﮭﻢ ﻣﺮض ﻓﺰادھﻢ٢:١٠]
اﻟﯿﻢ ﺑﻤﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﻮا ﯾﻜﺬﺑﻮن
Count of DblBa is 64 like ;
اﻟﻤﻮﺗﻰ
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[ ﻓﻘﻠﻨﺎ اﺿﺮﺑﻮه ﺑﺒﻌﻀﮭﺎ ﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﯾﺤﻲ٢:٧٣]
وﯾﺮﯾﻜﻢ ءاﯾﺘﮫ ﻟﻌﻠﻜﻢ ﺗﻌﻘﻠﻮن

Count of DblBa with space is 74 like ;
[ اوﻟﺌﻚ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ اﺷﺘﺮوا اﻟﻀﻠﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﮭﺪى٢:١٧۵]
واﻟﻌﺬاب ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻐﻔﺮة ﻓﻤﺎ اﺻﺒﺮھﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻨﺎر
Now total count is:
209+1021+64+74=1368(19*72)
is it coincidence?
2

There are only 38(19*2) verses in all Quran that the sum
of letters Ba and Meem in them is 19
Like verse 12:37,
[ ﻗﺎل ﻻ ﯾﺎﺗﯿﻜﻤﺎ ﻃﻌﺎم ﺗﺮزﻗﺎﻧﮫ اﻻ ﻧﺒﺎﺗﻜﻤﺎ١٢:٣٧]
ﺑﺘﺎوﯾﻠﮫ ﻗﺒﻞ ان ﯾﺎﺗﯿﻜﻤﺎ ذﻟﻜﻤﺎ ﻣﻤﺎ ﻋﻠﻤﻨﻲ رﺑﻲ اﻧﻲ
ﺗﺮﻛﺖ ﻣﻠﺔ ﻗﻮم ﻻ ﯾﺆﻣﻨﻮن ﺑﺎﷲ وھﻢ ﺑﺎﻻءﺧﺮة ھﻢ ﻛﻔﺮون

3

The two verses that Becca and Mecca mentioned: Sum of
verse number and sura number of these 2 verses (3:96
and 48:24):
3+96+48+24=171 (19*9)

4

3:96 is in sura 3. Now consider count of Meem and Ba in
this sura. It is interesting that total count of Meem and
Ba is 1824 (19*96)!!
Is this coincidence?

5

Verse 3:96 that word Becca is mentioned in it, is
in sura 3. There are 38(19*2) DblBa and DblMeem
from first of quran to end of sura 3.

9

6

There are four combination of letter Ba and Meem
that are:
BM – BB – MM – MB
 ﺑﻢ- ﻣﺐ – ﻣﻢ – ﺑﺐ
(without space)
B M – B B – M M – M B
مب– مم – بب– بم
(with space)

Now consider all 8 above patterns in sura 3. It
is very interesting that there are 114(19*6)
cases in sura 3.
Allahu Akbar!
God is glorified! Thanks God for such book full
of surprise and wisdom.
BM:

22

B M: 9

BB:
6
B B:
3

MM:

4

M M:
39

MB:

2

M B: 29

22+6+4+2+9+3+39+29=114(19*6)

6

In Above relation (fact 5) we mentioned that
there are four combination of letter Ba and Meem
that are :
BM – BB – MM – MB
 ﺑﻢ- ﻣﺐ – ﻣﻢ – ﺑﺐ
(without space)

B M – B B – M M – M B
مب– مم – بب– بم
(with space)
Now consider all 8 above patterns in sura 9. It
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is very interesting that there are 76(19*4) cases
in Sura 9. This is right where sura 9 has 127
verses.
Allahu Akbar!
BM: 12
B M: 6

BB: 1
B B: 0

MM: 1
M M: 30

MB: 0
M B: 26

12+6+1+0+1+30+0+26=76(19*4)

7

Another word Mecca is mentioned in 48:24. Now
consider count of DblBa and DblMeem from first of
Quran to verse 48:24. It is very interesting that
there are 247(19*13) cases.

8

Becca is name of place. In sura 3, God has used
another place word like Becca. That word is ""ﺑﺒﺪر
in verse 3:123. This word has DblBa too. It is
very interesting that there is 76(19*4) letter Ba
from verse 3:96 to 3:123.

For more relations refer to handwriting part in
Nunandpen.blogbaker.com weblog.
Pen is for writing and it is about hand-writing miracle
of Quran and we get good result that Nun letters are
protector of Quran text. There are 14 versions of quran
like Hafs, Warsh and Qaloon and etc. God has promised us
that he protect Quran. God's will is on top of all
wills. He has protected main Quran in Hafs version.
Messenger of God Dr. Khalifa purified it and now Hafs
version by God will is main Quran 99.999999 percent. May
be it has a few errors in Alef yet, but purified Hafs
version is main Quran 99.999999%.
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Sura 68 is 2nd sura that was revealed to Prophet
Mohammad. God revealed Quran to Prophet Mohammad in
night of 27th Ramadan. First verse that revealed to
Prophet Mohammad was 96:1. Second group of verses that
revealed to Prophet Mohammad was 68:1. GV of 68:1 is 695
and GV of 96:1 is 2098.

695+2098=2793=19*147
God has revealed Nun proof to me in night of 27th
Ramadan year 2000. God show me one messenger that I am
like him 99%. That messenger is "Yoshe ben nun" ( "ﯾﻮﺷﻊ
" )ﺑﻦ ﻧﻮن. God has not mentioned name of ""ﯾﻮﺷﻊ ﺑﻦ ﻧﻮن
by name in Quran. But my face is like him 99%. My
position is like his position.
Gv of my name ( )اﺳﻌﺪ ﺣﺴﯿﻨﻲis 273 and Gv of
" ﻧﻮنis 544.

"ﯾﻮﺷﻊ ﺑﻦ

273+544=817=19*43

There are 14 version of Quran that only one of them is
correct. It is Hafs version. God has purified Quran Hafs
version by Dr. khalifa. He protects Quran by his will
through many factors that we do not know all of them.
God has revealed to me these patterns in 27th Ramadan
night of destiny. Verse 97:1 is about night of destiny.
Gv of 68:1 is 695. It is interesting that Gv of 97:1 is
695 too. GV of night of destiny in Arabic ()ﻟﯿﻠﺔ اﻟﻘﺪر
is 410. GV of my name is 273.

273+410+666 = 1349 = 19*71
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273410 = 19*14390

    
[97:1] we revealed it in the Night of Destiny.
    
[68:1] Nun, the pen, and what they (the people) write.

GV of my name is 273. Gv of letter Noon is 50. If we sum
these two numbers then we have:

273+50 = 323 = 19*17
One of important number in previous scriptures is 666.
Satan has demolished 666 for Christians and has
demolished 19 for Muslims too. It looks like that Satan
has used one tactic for both groups. 666 is been formed
from three six. 666 is identity for Quran. GV of letter
Waw is 6 in Arabic and Hebrew. WWW (World Wide Web)
means three Waw or three six or 666. For more info about
666 refer to: http://www.universalunity.org

fortunately at these days (6/6/2006) leader of terrorist
Abu Masabe Zarqawy was killed. Islam is not what
terrorist groups are doing. They are not Muslims at all.
Islam or submission (religion of Abraham) is religion of
Peace and there is no compulsion in religion.

[28:53] when it is recited to them, they will say, "We
believe in it. This is the truth from our Lord. Even
before we heard of it, we were submitters."
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Three components in 68:1 are:
1- ﻧﻮن

2-اﻟﻘﻠﻢ

3- ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﻄﺮون

GV of three Above Factors are: 106, 201, and 376

106+201+376+666 = 1349 = 19*71
God does not reveal his proofs through false messengers.
God had selected me for this duty. God does not select
false messenger for showing his signs in Quran. GV of my
name is 273. GV of the pen ("Alqalam" in Arabic) is 201.

273+201+666 = 1140 = 114*10 = 19*60
273201 = 19*14379
My name has 9 letters and word Alqalam in Arabic ()اﻟﻘﻠﻢ
has 5 letters.
9+5 = 14 (Noon is 14th initialed letter)

GV of my name is 273. Gv of pattern Nun ( )ﻧﻮنis 106.

273+106+666 = 1045 = 19*55
273106 = 19*14374

Gv of my name is 273. GV of verse 68:1 is 695.

273+695+666 = 1864=19*86
14

273695 = 19*14405

Verse 68:1 and 96:4 are about pen. GV of verse 68:1 is
695 and GV of verse 96:4 is 1084.

273+695+1084 = 2052 = 19*108
Pattern ( )و ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﻄﺮونhas 9 letters and my name ( اﺳﻌﺪ
 )ﺣﺴﯿﻨﻲhas 9 letters too. Pattern ( )ﻧﻮن واﻟﻘﻠﻢhas 9
letters.

9+9+9 = 27
The nun miracle was revealed to me at night of 27
Ramadan. God does not reveal his proofs through false
messengers. God does not select false messenger for
showing his signs in Quran. No messenger can produce a
miracle without God's authorization, and in accordance
with a specific, predetermined time.

[13:38] we have sent messengers before you (O Rashad),
and we made them husbands with wives and children. No
messenger can produce a miracle without God's
authorization, and in accordance with a specific,
predetermined time.
At time of discovering these orders, Fahad Ben Abdulaziz
king of Saudi Arabia passed away. Now I understand why
God has made this two accidents synchronously. Because
he was from group whom that were (and are) printing many
other versions like Warsh only for Medinean Fanatic. But
medinean is not license for God. This confirmed with
another relation.
Gv of Fahad Ben Abdulaziz ( )ﻓﮭﺪ ﺑﻦ ﻋﺒﺪاﻟﻌﺰﯾﺰis
342(19*18).
And his name has 14 letters and he passed away in
1/8/2005.
15

1+8+2005 = 2014 = 19*106

All of above mathematical code is proof that my message
is from God. False messengers are not protected by
physical miracle.
God is glorified!
Verse 36:3 is read for me in my dream.
اﻧﻚ ﻟﻤﻦ اﻟﻤﺮﺳﻠﯿﻦ

[٣۶:٣]

[36:3] Most assuredly, you are one of the messengers.*
God is glorified!

Verse 36:3 has 14 letters and word pen in Arabic
(Alqalam) has 5 letters.

14+5 = 19

             
 
[18:54] we have cited in this Quran every kind of example, but
the human being is the most argumentative creature.

1. When you tell a Muslim " Call God Alone without saints"
16

2. When you tell him "Quran is complete book"!!
3. When you tell him "9:128,129 aren’t word of God"!!
4. When you tell him "Word of God for new generation is shaped
with mathematics"!!
5. When you tell him "don't mention Muhammad and your saints
in your rituals"!!
6. When you tell him "Hadith and sunna is enemy number one of
message of God"!!
7. When you tell him "God has cited in the Quran every kind of
example, why it isn't enough for you. What you want from
Quran?"!!
8. When you tell him "Quran is the best hadith "!
9. When you tell him "In which Hadith other than God and His
revelations do they believe?"
10.
When you tell him "The messenger Muhammad was
human like us and a messenger like other messenger. He was
no more than a messenger like the messengers before him "
11.
When you tell him "Muhammad isn't unique and he isn't
best messenger"
12.
When you tell him "Don’t make Salam and Salawat upon
Muhammad "
13.
When you tell him "Muhammad was last prophet but he
wasn't last messenger "
17

14.
When you tell him "There is only one sacred masjid and it
is in Mecca not in Medina"
15.
When you tell him "there is only one Shahada not two and
it is 'there is no other gods beside God' "

But unfortunately he is the most argumentative human in the
world.
              
    

[39:45] When God ALONE is mentioned, the hearts of those who
do not believe in the Hereafter shrink with aversion. But when
others are mentioned beside Him, they become satisfied.*
The above verse has 76 (19*4) letters.

Praise be to God, Lord of the universe.
As'aad Husseinie

Nunandpen.blogbaker.com
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